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FINAL ORDER

Case No. CFO 12-01

On July 24, 2012, I directed that a formal hearing be held under my constitutional

authority as Chief Financial Officer to determine, in accordance with Section 17.05, Florida

Statutes, the justice or legality of the claims for payment associated with the above-referenced

vouchers. The hearing was held in this matter on July 31 and August 1, 2012, in Tallahassee,

Florida, before my designated hearing officer, Donald A. Dowdell, Esq., who issued a Written

Report and Recommendation ("the Report") on August 13, 2012. A copy of the Report is

attached as Appendix A. I have carefully considered the Report and have corrected scrivener's

errors in it. See Appendix B. I make the following determination concerning the matters

contained in the Report:

A. Findings of Fact

The Report contains 68 numbered paragraphs denominated as "Findings of Fact"

concerning the history of the controversy regarding the attempted purchase by the Department of

Management Services ("DMS") of 369 custom-framed photographs to decorate the First District

Court of Appeal's new courthouse in Tallahassee, Florida ("the Courthouse"). There is no

meaningful dispute concerning the factual circumstances surrounding the January 2010 contract

between Signature Art Gallery ("Signature Art") and Peter Brown Construction Company

("Peter Brown") for the fabrication and framing of photographs drawn from various archival
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sources. These circumstances are laid out in the Findings of Fact of the Report, which are

accurately drawn from documentary evidence and the sworn testimony of witnesses at the

hearing. The Report's Findings of Fact ('the Findings") are- adopted as if fully set forth in this

Final Order.

B. Conclusions of Law

The crucial issue before me is not one of fact but rather one of law. It is the same

question initially dealt with by Ms. Alex Sink, my predecessor as Chief Financial Officer:

whether the Department of Management Services ("DMS") had statutory authority to purchase

$357,500 worth of framed photographs created by Signature Art for display at the newly-

constructed Courthouse. The record is clear that two payment requests submitted by DMS in

2010 for the photographs in question were rejected by Ms. Sink. The basis of both rejections was

the same: that the "Art in State Buildings" law, Section 255.043(1), Florida Statutes, limits to

$100,000 the amount that can be spent for "works of art" out of an "appropriation for original

construction of a state building which provides public access." See Findings, Paragraphs 13-24.

In response to these rejections, DMS, Peter Brown, and Signature Art all have contended that the

Art in State Buildings law does not apply to the framed photographs in question because they are

not "original" photographs and therefore, according to the Department of State, ineligible for

purchase under Section 255.043, Florida Statutes. See Findings, Paragraph 27.

This contention, however, ignores a fundamental issue. If these framed photographs are

not eligible for purchase from the Courthouse construction appropriation under the authority of

the Art in State Buildings program, then DMS must demonstrate some other statutory

authorization for the purchase of items contracted for as "artwork work" for which payment was

sought twice by DMS as "images artwork." Under no circumstances can the ineligibility of the
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framed photographs for purchase under Section 255.043(1), Florida Statutes, constitute a positive

statutory authorization for their purchase by DMS. The Florida Constitution makes this plain:

"No money shall be drawn from the treasury except in pursuance of appropriation made by law."

See Art. VII, Section 1(c), Fla. Const. (1968). The Legislature underscores this bedrock

principle of State spending law in Section 215.31, Florida Statutes: "[N]o money shall be paid

from the State Treasury except as appropriated and provided by the annual General

Appropriations Act, or as otherwise provided by law."

The Legislature appropriated funding for the design and construction of a new

Courthouse in the category of Fixed Capital Outlay ("FCO"). See Findings, Paragraphs 2-4.

Section 216.292(1), Florida Statutes, expressly provides, in pertinent part: "Appropriations for

fixed capital outlay may not be expended for any other purpose." I can only approve the pending

claim for payment if it can be shown that the 369 framed photographs may lawfully be purchased

with the FCO funds from this appropriation.

Section 216.01 l(l)(p), Florida Statutes, contains a specific definition of the term "fixed

capital outlay," reproduced in the Report at paragraph 22 of its section entitled "Legal Analysis

and Conclusions." The Report correctly states that the ultimate issue in this matter is "whether

the framed images designed and created by Signature Art for the Courthouse are considered

'fixtures' within the contemplation of the statute." Based upon a carefully reasoned analysis of

applicable law, the Report concludes that the "framed images designed and created by Signature

Art" do not qualify as "fixtures" and are therefore not purchasable with funds from an FCO

appropriation. I concur with this conclusion.

The record is clear that the Courthouse has been in operation since December 2010
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these items were "not built into the Courthouse as part of the construction process but rather are

intended to be installed after the completion of construction." The Report goes on to say:

"Further, the framed images are not an essential part of the walls or other component part of the

Courthouse." See Report, Analysis and Conclusions, at paragraph 28. These two conclusions

point strongly in favor of an overall determination that the framed images cannot and do not

represent "fixtures" within the meaning of Section 216.011(1 )(p), Florida Statutes for a simple,

obvious reason: as of the date of the Report, they were not "fixed" at the Courthouse under any

common sense meaning of the word.

DMS, Peter Brown, and Signature Art all assert now that the framed photographs are

"fixtures" that can be purchased from the Courthouse FCO appropriation. Their assertion,

however, is aspirational rather than founded on an existing state of fact. Each claims that because

there was a design concept or "vision" that the framed photographs would be permanently

displayed in the Courthouse, this purported intent to permanently "affix" the framed photographs

in the Courthouse somehow transforms them into "fixtures", despite the fact that the framed

photographs are not actually "fixed" right now to the Courthouse and are not "fixtures" as that

term is commonly understood. The Report found this claim unpersuasive, and so do L See

Report, Analysis and Conclusions, at paragraphs 41-63.

The Report examines at length various legal precedents dealing with what significance

should be accorded to the expressed intent of litigants in a determination of whether disputed

personal property represents a "fixture" owned by the owner of real property to which it is

annexed. The Report notes, however, that virtually all of the cases dealing with the issue "dealt

with commercial disputes involving mortgagees or the competing security interest of landlord

and tenant, vendor and vendee, debtor and creditor, or a contractor and subcontractor." The
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Report also notes that all of these cases addressed "whether an item installed in privately owned

property was a fixture and none dealt with the expenditure of public funds to purchase items to

be used in a public building." See Report, Analysis and Conclusions, at paragraphs 42-43. As the

Report correctly notes, citing Dependable Air Conditioning and Appliances v. Office of the

Treasurer and Ins Corn 'r., in cases involving public monies, the determination of whether a

particular item is a fixture should be determined by the applicable statute, not the subjective

intent of the parties. See Report, Analysis and Conclusions, at paragraphs 64-67. Moreover, the

available case law, meticulously analyzed by the Hearing Officer, firmly establishes that the

framed photographs at issue cannot be considered "fixtures," because they 1) are not part of the

courthouse structure; 2) can be easily moved without substantial damage to the building; and 3)

are not necessary to the operation of the courthouse. See Report, Analysis and Conclusions, at

paragraphs 25-40.

As the State's Chief Financial Officer, charged with assuring the proper expenditure of

public funds in accordance with the will of the Legislature, I am not persuaded by the argument

that interested persons who advocateand profit fromthe expenditure of large sums of public

money on "decorative finishes" in public buildings should be given the determinative say on

whether luxury items are "fixtures" purchasable from public construction appropriations merely

because they express a prospective "intent to annex" the items in question. I agree with the

Report's sensible recommendation on this point "In this context, the intent of private parties

should not be afforded any more importance than the other factors used to determine if an item is

a fixture." See Report, Analysis and Conclusions, at paragraph 44.

The Report aptly states: "[l]f the intent of any party is to be considered in determining

whether the images can properly be considered fixtures it is the intent of the Florida Legislature
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that should be considered." See Report, Analysis and Conclusions, at paragraph 64. In this

context, it is impossible to disregard the clearly expressed intent of the Legislature in the Art in

Public Buildings statute. This intent is two-fold: first, it is permissible to expend FCO money

on the acquisition of "works of art" to be displayed in public areas of public buildings newly-

constructed with State dollars; and second, that the amount of public money that can be spent for

this purpose is limited to no more than $100,000. Moreover, the Report makes this irrefutable

observation concerning the Signature Art photographs: "Regardless of whether the framed

images that have in this instance been created by Signature Art are considered 'works of art'

within the precise definition of that term as defined in the administrative rule regarding the state

program, many and perhaps most observers would consider them to be 'art' within the common

understanding of that term." See Report, Analysis and Conclusions, at paragraph 75.

The Report also notes that, in an email dated February 20, 2009, to Signature Art Gallery,

former Judge Paul Hawkes instructed Signature Art to contact the architectural firm in order for

Signature's work to be added to Peter Brown's contract with DMS, former Judge Hawkes also

stated that the cost of the work should be divided into three categories (design, construction and

art) in order to be paid for. This apparent effort to "structure" bow the cost of Signature Art's

framed photographs would be defrayed indicates to me that Hawkes was aware of the express

legislative intent to limit the cost of artwork acquisition for new construction. Moreover, this

same email also indicates his intention to have the framed photographs be movablean intent

facially inconsistent with the claim that the pictures were always intended to be "fixtures." See

Report, Analysis and Conclusions, at paragraph 6.

I discern no legislative intent to allow state officials to avoid the expenditure ceiling on

"works of art"however definedby the expedient of retroactively designating them as
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"intended fixtures" instead. On the contrary, Chapter 216, Florida Statutes, underscores that the

statutory budgetary restraints inherent in the provisions of the General Appropriations Act do not

(except in limited circumstances not applicable here) permit state officials to recharacterize

expenditures in such a way as to avoid them. I can only conclude that the 369 framed images

created for the Courthouse by Signature Art cannot be considered "fixtures" purchasable from

the FCO appropriation to construct the Courthouse.

In reaching this conclusion, I am mindful that Signature Art, a small business located in

Tallahassee, undertook the expense and effort to fulfill a contractual obligation by creating and

fabricating the images in question. While the only contract was between Signature Art and Peter

Brown, in its capacity as DMS' "Contract Manager at Risk" of the Courthouse project, the

contract was ratified by DMS, the agency that requested me in January of this year to issue

payment to Signature Art. Even though I am cognizant that this Final Order is unavoidably

detrimental to the interests of Signature Art, I am constrained by law from authorizing payment

for that reason alone. Section 216.311(1), Florida Statutes, plainly states: "No agency or branch

of state government shall contract to spend, or enter into any agreement to spend, any moneys in

excess of the amount appropriated to such agency or branch unless specifically authorized by

law, and any contract or agreement in violation of this chapter shall be null and void." In the

final analysis, neither the judicial branchwhose representatives spearheaded the charge for an

extravagantly proportioned and lavishly decorated Courthousenor DMSwhich failed to rein

in that chargebad a lawful appropriation from which to fund the contract between Peter Brown

and Signature Art. As Chief Financial Officer, I am without authority to make payments without

a valid legislative appropriation.
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NOTICE OF RIGHT TO REVIEW

Any person adversely affected by this Final Order is entitled to seek review of this Order

pursuant to Rule 9.1 90(b)(3) of the Florida Rules of Appellate Procedure. Review proceedings

must be instituted by the filing of a petition for certiorari in accordance with Rule 9.100(b) of the

Florida Rules of Appellate Procedure with the Honorable Bob Jnzer, Clerk of the Circuit Court

of the Second Judicial Circuit, in and for Leon County, Florida, accompanied by the, required

filing fee, within thirty (30) days of the rendition of this Order.

DONE and ORDERED this 24th day of August, 2012, at Tallahassee.

F ATWATER.
Chief Financial Officer
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Tom Maida, Esq.
Melissa Coffey, Esq.
Foley & Lardner, LLP
106 East College Ave., Suite 900
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State of Florida Department of Management Services
4050 Esplanade Way
Tallahassee, FL 32399-7016

Robert H. Buesing. Esq.
Trenam, Kemker
101 East Kennedy Blvd., Suite 2700
Tampa, FL 33601-1102
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